
Julie Holunga

Julie Holunga is an executive business coach who trains and develops attorneys, CPAs, 

and business leaders. Her speaking topics inspire Attorneys and CPAs to build their 

practices and bring their careers to the next level. Through her proven frameworks, Julie 

shows her clients how to tangibly and concretely reach the next level of success. She's 

worked with senior leaders from Fortune 500 companies to develop, implement, and 

improve corporate citizenship initiatives. 

Julie previously served as project manager for Alumni Career Services at Harvard Business 

School. She's built relationships with leaders at Wall Street firms leading the efforts to 

advance women into positions of leadership. Julie started her career working at Harvard 

University in the Capital Gifts group. 

She received her Bachelor's degree in French Literature and Economics at Union College 

and her MBA from Boston College. She spent seven of her formative years living and 

attending school in France, India, and Hong Kong. Julie and her family moved from Boston 

to Calgary, Canada and are now settled in Denver.

Investing in Your Human Capital

"As a new leader, I needed to figure out how to communicate with my peers and 

my team without intimidation, but rather engaging them in a more effective manner. 

Julie and the Network gave me the tools to understand how to talk through tough 

situations, and that I need to communicate uniquely to the individual." 

An attendee shared her perspective after Julie's presentation...



The One Source of 86% of Work Failures

How a firm can design an effective, collaborative culture to make everyone’s jobs easier

Employees’ value their strengths, which resultis in better morale and higher productivity

How to create a team dynamic that leads to stronger, more effective work groups

Organization’s ability to capitalize on a collaborative workforce, creating cognitively diverse

and results-oriented teams  

According to a recent study, 86% of 1,400 executives, employees, and educators revealed

that lack of communication and collaboration as a source for workplace failures(Fierce

Conversations, Crucial Conversations and Salesforce.com) Collaboration is the most

effective way to solve problems, network, complete a matter or engagement, etc. Many

people lack the skills and confidence needed to be great collaborators. In this presentation, 

Julie Holunga guides her audience on why even high performers lack the skills of

collaboration and what individuals can do to make their lives easier. Attendees will learn to

recognize:  

Book Julie Holunga Read Testimonials

Pitfalls to Avoid as a New Partner

Avoid critical errors

Develop an action plan to achieve the greatest impact and influence

Define their ideal client and create systems and metrics to ensure they meet expectations

Collaborate with colleagues, on matters, engagements and marketing

Firms promote partners based on their potential. It’s not time to relax once this milestone is

reached. Newly promoted partners must focus on building their book of business and grow

their sphere of influence. Partners need to be deliberate about the name they create for

themselves inside and outside the firm. Their efforts lay the foundation for achieving the

results expected by their firm, as well as their own goals. It takes strategic action, even

during busy seasons or trials. 

Julie Holunga’s presentation helps her audience:  
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